"At the time of the implementation of the Grand Paris Métropole, I wish we could reflect on the governance of our major European cities which share many challenges. That's why I decided to organize a conference on 23-24 May. This event will allow us to share experiences and practices and feed the respective projects of our cities."

Anne HIDALGO, Mayor of Paris – 1rst Vice-president of the Greater Paris

Monday, May 23rd 2016 - Paris City Hall

13h30: Welcome and registration

14h00-14h15: Opening - Patrick KLUGMAN, Deputy Mayor in charge of international relations and francophonie

14h15-14h45: Keynote – Roberto CAMAGNI, Professor Urban Economics, University Politecnico di Milano, Italy

Metropolitan challenges and strategies in the years to come

15h00-18h15: Parallel workshops

15h00-16h30:
Workshop 1: How are citizen engaged in the construction of the metropolitan project?
Moderator: Emmanuel ARLOT, in charge of communication, City of Paris
Reporter: Martin VANIER, professor, Alpine Geography Institut, University Joseph Fourier Grenoble-1, Consultant at Acadie, France

• Alessandro DELPIANO, Urban Planning Director, Province and Metropolitan City of Bologna, Italy
• Lawrence BARTH, Professor Architectural Association Housing and Urbanism Graduate School, London, United-Kingdom
• Julien NEIERTZ, President of Association Metropop’, Paris, France

Programme Greater Paris and Metropolitan Strategies in Europe – City of Paris/INTA – May 23rd-24th 2016
Workshop 2: What is the relationship between the metropolis and its main city?
_Moderator: Jaap MODDER_, urban planner, CEO Brainville, Wageningen, The Netherlands
_Reporter: Philippe ESTEBE_, Director of IHEDATE, Consultant at Acadie, Paris, France

- Alfredo FIORITTO, Professor at University of Pise, Italy
- Lucina CARAVAGGI, Professor at Faculty of Architecture, La Sapienza University of Rome, Italy
- Olivier KLEIN, Vice President of Grand Paris Metropole, Mayor of Clichy-sous-Bois, France

16h45-18h15:
Workshop 3: How to embrace the metropolitan narrative?
_Moderator: Emmanuel ARLOT_, in charge of communication, City of Paris, France
_Reporter: Martin VANIER_, professor, Alpine Geography Institut, Univeristy Joseph Fournier Grenoble-1, Consultant at Acadie, France

- Francesc MAGRINYA, Director of Strategic Planning, Metropolitan Area of Barcelona (AMB), Spain
- Erik PASVEER, Head of Urban Planning and Design, The Hague, The Netherlands
- Thomas HANTZ, Head of information and relationships with businesses, Société du Grand Paris, France

Workshop 4: Which instruments to implement the metropolitan project?
_Moderator: Jaap MODDER_, urban planner, CEO Brainville, Wageningen, The Netherlands
_Reporter: Philippe ESTEBE_, Director of IHEDATE, Consultant at Acadie, Paris, France

- Michael ERMAN, Regional Growth and Planning Administration, Stockholm County Council, Sweden
- Marie ZEZULKOVA, Head of City Strategy Office, City of Brno, Czech Republic
- Mireille FERRI, Director, Atelier International du Grand Paris, France
- Anthony CRENN, Deputy Director of the mission Greater Paris Metropole, Office of the Chief Executive, adjoint au directeur de la mission métropole du Grand Paris du General Secretary, City of Paris, France
May 24th - City Hall of Paris

8h30-9h15: Welcome coffee

9h15-9h30: Opening - Anne HIDALGO, Mayor of Paris & 1st Vice President of the Greater Paris Metropolis

9h45-11h15: The tale of two metropolises
Dialogue with two metropolitan cities
Moderator: Marie DEKETELAERE-HANNA, Director Grand Paris at Valophis Group, France
Reporter: Daniel BEHAR, Professor École d'Urbanisme de Paris – University Paris-Est Créteil Val-de-Marne and Consultant at Acadie
• Piero FASSINO, Mayor of the Metropolitan City of Turin, Italy
• Pieter KLOMP, Deputy Director, Department for Sustainable urban Planning, City of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

11h15-12h45: The tale of two metropolises
Dialogue with two metropolitan cities
Moderator: Marie DEKETELAERE-HANNA, Director Grand Paris at Valophis Group, France
Reporter: Daniel BEHAR, Professor École d'Urbanisme de Paris – University Paris-Est Créteil Val-de-Marne and Consultant at Acadie
• Gemma CALVET, Former Member of Parliament of Catalonia & Director of the Transparency Agency of the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona, Spain
• Vincente TREVAS, Secretary for International Relations, City of Sao Paulo, Brazil
• Finn GEIPEL, Architect, Lin Architects Urbanists, Professor TU Berlin, Berlin, Germany

14h30-14h45: Keynote - Patrick OLLIER, President of the Greater Paris Metropole

14h45-16h45: Governance, citizen participation, metropolitan project
Restitution of the workshops and morning’s debates and open discussion
With: Emmanuel ARLOT, Philippe ESTEBE, Jaap MODDER, Daniel BEHAR, Marie DEKETELAERE-HANNA, Martin VANIER, Stéphane CORDOBES
Moderator: Michel SUDARSKIS, Secretary General, INTA

16h45 - 17h00: Conclusions
Claire CHARBIT, Head of Unit, Governing across Levels of Government, Regional Competitiveness and Governance Division, Directorate for Public Governance and Territorial Development, OECD